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Nedivus and Hischayvus
As good, upstanding Jews we always pride ourselves 

as being a very charitable people. We are always looking 
to help others out when we can. There are countless 
Jewish-based charities and gemachim, both at a local 
and international level.

Seemingly, in order to consolidate this character-
trait of nedivus – generosity, we are commanded to 
perform the remarkable mitzvos of leket, shikchah and 
peah, three ingenious ways of ensuring that the poor 
can collect a portion of ‘superfluous’ produce after the 
farmer has harvested his field.

The odd thing about these mitzvos is the context in 
which the Torah chooses to instruct us in them. This 
Mitzvah can be found enveloped within the various 
festivals, inserted just after Pesach and Shavuos and 
before Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. What is it 
doing in the middle of the section about festivals?

Rashi cites an answer from the midrash that it is to 
teach me not to underestimate the significance of these 
mitzvos – one who performs them is equivalent to as 
if the Beis HaMikdash was built and he was offering 
up korbanos! What is the connection between leket, 
shikchah and peah, and the Temple service? And why 
do we not find similar superlatives with the regular 
Mitzvah of tzedaka? 

The Maharal offers a profound explanation. There 
are two types of korbanos, those which are obligatory 
and those which are free-will offerings. The offerings 
brought on the festivals fall into the former category. 
When we consider which is the greater of the two types, 
we often perceive that that deed which was derived from 

a spontaneous act of magnanimity is on a higher level 
than that which is mandated. However, the Gemara in 
various places tells us ”שאינו ממי  יותר  ועושה  מצווה   גדול 
ועושה  one who acts based on a command is“ – ”מצווה 
greater than one who acts of his own volition”. When 
the king commissions a palace to be built he draws 
in many experts. There is someone who designs and 
oversees the construction of the building and there is 
another who is in charge of the landscaping of the royal 
gardens. While the design of the garden may be more 
aesthetically pleasing and beautiful, nevertheless the 
king understands that the garden is only occasionally 
frequented, whereas the palace itself is more crucial. 
Thus the architect of the building is heaped with more 
honour and endowed with a higher position than the 
garden landscaper. 

We usually view tzedaka as charity – a gift of our 
own good will. Leket, shikchah and peah however, are 
not. These are specific items that one must give to the 
poor. They inculcate within us the principle that that 
which we own is not really ours. We are obligated to 
give to those less fortunate than we are, and by doing 
so we cement a close relationship with Hashem as 
we are acknowledging His ownership and mastery 
over everything. They are equivalent to the obligatory 
korbanos of the festivals, which help bring us close to 
Hashem on the chagim.

As Jews, we give of ourselves and volunteer, not 
because it makes us feel good or because we are 
generous, but rather because we have a deep sense of 
responsibility towards one another and to the future of 
Klal Yisrael.

Rabbi SHINDLER can be contacted at: rabbi@richmondsynagogue.org.uk.

warmest mazal tov wishes toRabbi Dovid Roberts שליט"אand Family on his daughter's wedding

mailto:rabbi@richmondsynagogue.org.uk
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Investing Wisely
The thirty-ninth melacha, hotza’a—carrying on Shabbos from private domain to public 
domain or vice versa—has always been an enigma to me. The first thirty eight tasks liable 
on Shabbos all effect intrinsic changes to an item’s identity. Therefore, why would hotza’a 
be liable on Shabbos? An article was simply moved from my front yard to Main Street and 
has undergone no transformation. What is further intriguing is the prominence it has in the 
Gemara--it steals the thunder of Maseches Shabbos with the opening Mishna, dominates a 
full third of the Mesechta, and has its very own Mesechta—Eiruvin. 

Shloime was the shlemazel in his little shtetl 
just north of Kovno. After his dear wife gave 
him a particularly vociferous tongue-lashing 
about providing food for his hungry children, 
he made the desperate decision to seek gold in 
the untamed African continent. With a shovel 
strapped on his back and a prayer on his lips, 
he traveled by train and ship to the steaming 
Congo jungle. Days of directionless wandering 
came to an end when he stumbled into a sunny 
clearing where thousands of excited natives 
welcomed him as though anticipating his 
arrival. The natives hoisted our nervous hero 
on their shoulders, brought him to their palace, 
dressed him in royal robes and placed elaborate 
headgear upon his head, declaring “Long live 
the king!” Shloime didn’t quite understand his 
quick change of fate, but enjoyed his newfound 
power, wealth, and abundance of loyal servants 
waiting to fulfill his every desire. And so passed 
a pleasant year, as King Shloime became quite 
comfortable as the ruler of this far-flung tribe.

The anniversary of the king’s arrival 
was harsh for him. He was woken from his 
comfortable slumber by the elders of the 
kingdom. “Take your old traveling clothing and 
clear out of our kingdom as soon as possible. 
We’re sorry we never told you, but our custom is 
to come to that clearing every year and appoint 
the first foreigner who chances upon us as our 
king for one year.”

Shloime had no choice. With a crushed spirit 
and a heavy heart that his family’s livelihood 
had a year’s setback, he plunged once more 

into the steaming jungle. He soon chanced 
upon a familiar face- his old classmate Yossel 
was heading his way through the thick foliage. 

“What are you doing here?” asked Shloime. 

“I decided to follow your example, perhaps 
your long absence from our shtetl was because 
you struck gold.” 

“My dear Yossel,” said Shloime, “not quite. 
But listen up- you are about to enter a clearing 
where the natives await a new foreigner to 
coronate for the year. Use your time well, and 
invest whatever you can outside of the kingdom, 
because you can take nothing with you.”

 Yossel did just that. After his coronation 
over the African tribe, Yossel studiously applied 
himself to the task that lay before him- to 
invest as much wealth as possible outside the 
kingdom, to ensure that his family might enjoy 
his fortune after his reign would end. His heart 
was simultaneously glad that he was using his 
time well, but sorrowful with the realisation that 
he had only one year of this great opportunity.1

This week’s Parsha instructs us about 
Shabbos- “Six days you shall work . . . and 
rest on the seventh day.”2 The very tasks 
prohibited on Shabbos are the same that 
ought to be executed during our week, and 
only he who toils on Friday can enjoy the 
Shabbos feast. 3 The first thirty eight activities 
are deeply symbolic as the tools that man 
uses in his mission, and have implications 
for the eternity of olam haba that we invest 

in. Indeed, we can write our destinies with 
the decisions of today, and we can erase the 
negativity of our failures by building on the 
lessons we learned from them. Sometimes 
we must ignite our flames; sometimes we are 
to douse them. And sometimes we just need 
to sort ourselves out. But whichever melacha 
we study, we can understand that the subtle 
energy of these tasks become a reality when 
treated as an investment for all eternity. The 
thirty ninth sums it all up- we toil all week long 
in the domain of olam hazeh with the hopes of 
transferring the fruits of our investments into 
the domain of Shabbos and olam habah.

A prime example of such investing is the 
mitzvah of giving tzedaka; we receive in the 
Afterlife what we have donated in this world. 
A Rabbi was approached by a poor man who 
badly needed a hat for Yom Tov. The Rabbi 
promptly gave him a new hat he had purchased 
for his own use. “Why couldn’t you give him 
your old hat?” asked his wife. He responded, 

“The hat I will wear in the World-to-Come is 
whichever hat I gave to the poor.”

Is it any wonder that the model example of 
hotza’a that opens Maseches Shabbos is an act 
of charity – a loaf of bread handed by rich man 
to a poor man?4 

1  Chovos Halevavos Shaar Avodas HaElokim 

2  Vayikra 23:3

3  Avodah Zara 3a

4  Rabbi Yosef Ifrah

Rabbi tendler can be contacted at: zevytendler@gmail.com

mailto:zevytendler@gmail.com
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2. When else during the year do we read from Parshas Emor?
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Children & Mitzvos
"ויאמר ה' אל משה אמר אל הכהנים בני אהרן ואמרת אלהם לנפש לא יטמא בעמיו"

"And Hashem said to Moshe, 'Speak to the Kohanim, the sons of Aaron, and say to them, they 
are not to become spiritually impure on account of contact with a dead body'".

The meforshim identify several repetitive 
or unnecessary phrases in the opening pasuk 
of this week’s sedra. Rashi, as well as the Kli 
Yakar, asks why the Torah twice uses the verb 
 say”. The pasuk tells Moshe “to say to“ ,אמר
the Kohanim”, and then proceeds to say, “say 
to them.” What is the meaning behind this?

Rashi offers the following answer to this 
question. There are two groups of people 
who are to be told about the prohibition 
not to become tamei – adult Kohanim are 
commanded not to become tamei. Aside from 
that, they are also warned not to do anything 
that would cause children to become tamei.

The source Rashi quotes in support of this 
halacha, is a gemara in Yevamos 114a. In fact, 
the gemara there mentions three areas of Torah 
law which are not only incumbent upon adults, 
but which they are commanded about, to 
ensure they do not allow children to transgress. 
The other two prohibitions mentioned there 
are the prohibitions of consumption of certain 
insects, and consumption of blood. 

These three prohibitions come together to 
act as a precedent for all of Torah mitzvos – it 
is forbidden to do anything to cause children 
to transgress any mitzva; whether biblical or 
rabbinic. 

This discussion raises a question. Usually, 
mitzvos are only incumbent upon grown adults, 
whereas the obligation for children to observe 
and fulfil mitzvos is only mi’derabanan – a 
rabbinic injunction. Rashi (Brachos 48a), is of 
the opinion that the obligation is on the child 
himself, whereas Tosfos there holds that 
the obligation actually falls upon the child’s 
parent. According to both, the point in this 
rabbinic ordinance is for the sake of providing 

the child with as much experience in mitzva 
observance as possible to ensure that they are 
proficient by the time they reach the age of bar 
or bas mitzva. 

Being that there is a universal rabbinic 
obligation to ensure minors observe 
mitzvos, what need is there in the three 
aforementioned prohibitions, to stress 
that an adult mustn’t do anything to risk a 
child’s transgressing of mitzvos?

The answer is as follows. When it comes 
to children and mitzva observance, there are 
actually three levels mentioned in the gemara 
and poskim. 

 Â The first is the basic requirement to 
ensure children fulfil mitzvos. The age 
at which a child is included in this 
requirement depends; for a positive 
commandment, the age depends on the 
mitzva but broadly speaking, begins when 
the child understands the concept of a 
commandment from Hashem, or for others, 
an understanding of the nature of the 
mitzva. For negative commandments, the 
requirement begins as soon as the child 
understands that the action is something 
that is forbidden.

 Â The second level is regarding a situation 
where an adult other than the child’s 
parents notices a child doing something 
which involves transgressing a prohibition. 
The Shulchan Aruch (OC:343:1) rules that 
in such circumstances someone other 
than the child’s parents is not required 
to intervene. However, the Rama there 
modifies the ruling of the Shulchan Aruch 

and says that this only applies to a child 
who has not yet reached the classic age 
of chinuch. However, regarding a child 
who has already reached this age, even 
someone other than the child’s parents is 
required to intervene. (It is perhaps worth 
pointing out that it is a matter of halachic 
debate as to the details and extent of this 
halacha, so best to check with your Rov 
before attempting to fulfil this requirement!)

 Â The final level pertinent to our discussion 
is regarding doing something that enables 
or will likely lead, to a child transgressing 
a mitzva. This applies to one’s own child 
as well as to another’s. In fact, the gemara 
in Shabbos 90a actually discusses a 
prohibition to give a non-kosher food to a 
child for a purpose other than eating, just 
in case they may come to eat the forbidden 
item. The source of this halacha is the 
aforementioned gemara in Yevamos 114a!

With these three levels in mind, we can 
now well understand the halacha that Rashi 
mentions in his commentary to the opening 
pasuk of the sedra. Whilst there is an obligation 
on parents to ensure their children observe 
mitzvos, that is separate from the other issues. 
The gemara in Yevamos is not referring to the 
classic mitzva of chinuch, which is de’rabanan. 
It is rather alerting us to a completely different 
biblical prohibition, not to cause a child to 
transgress, or do something that is likely 
to achieve that outcome. This prohibition 
stands out in two significant ways. Firstly, it 
is a biblical prohibition, not de’rabanan and 
secondly, it also applies to adults other than 
a child’s parents.

Rabbi Landau can be contacted at: blandau@mesilauk.org
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3. Why are the Kohanim singled out for special additional mitzvos as well as limitations?
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Lag B’omer / Shimon bar yochai: 
Symbol of hope
This coming Motzei Shabbos is Lag b’Omer. The custom of Klal Yisroel is to celebrate this day in 
honor of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. Generally it is referred to as a Hillula d’Rashbi. Many reasons 
have been given for this celebration. Many have attributed this day as being his Yahrzeit when 
Rabbi Shimon departed and went up to Heaven. However, the Chida writes a different reason 
that after losing his 24,000 talmidim, on Lag B’Omer Rabbi Akiva started teaching the Masters 
of the South, one of whom was Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai.
(The following is from Rav Elimelech Biderman)

The Gemara says that Rebbe Akiva had twelve thousand pairs 
of talmidim (24,000 students) and they all died between Pesach 
and Shavuos because they didn’t honor one another. The Beis 
Yosef explains that they actually stopped dying two weeks before 
Shavuos, on Lag b’Omer. Therefore, the days of sefirah are days of 
mourning and Lag b’Omer is a day for celebrating.

The Pri Chodosh (סק”ב תצ”ג  סי’   asks, why should we (או”ח 
celebrate on Lag b’Omer? It is true that the students stopped 
dying on Lag b’Omer, but that is mostly because almost all the 
students had already perished and only five students remained. 
So what is there to be happy about?

The Pri Chodosh answers, on this day Reb Akiva took his five 
remaining students, and he began to teach them Torah and from 
them Torah continues to live on in Klal Yisrael. This is a reason 
to celebrate.

Let’s contemplate on what happened at that time. Only a 
few weeks before, Reb Akiva had twenty-four thousand talmidim. 
They all died. Every day there were hundreds of funerals. The 
situation was heartbreaking (for lack of better word). Rebbe Akiva 
was left with only five talmidim. But Rebbe Akiva didn’t give up. 
If there are only five students left, he would teach them. And from 
them, Torah came forth to the world.

All Torah that we have today, is essentially from those five 
talmidim: Rebbe Meir, Rebbe Yehudah, Rebbe Yossi, Rebbe 
Shimon and Rebbe Elazer ben Shamu’a.

The names of these five talmidim are strewn throughout the 
Mishnah. The Zohar and Kabbalah, were authored by Rebbe 
Shimon and his talmidim. These great tannaim are the main 
continuation of the Oral Law, Torah shel b’al peh. This fortunate 
continuation of Torah transpired because Rebbe Akiva didn’t lose 
hope, and he salvaged whatever he could so Torah will remain by 
Yidden, and not be forgotten.

We should learn from Rebbe Akiva never to lose hope. 
Sometimes it seems like everything is destroyed, but if we don’t 
lose hope, we can rebuild again.

This happened after the Holocaust. The talmidei chachomim 
who survived the War didn’t close shop. They built on top of 
the ashes, until Torah flourished once again. If they would 
have succumbed to despair, there wouldn’t be Torah and 
yiddishkeit today.

And this is the approach that everyone person should have 
for the issues in his life. Regardless whether one’s problems 
are related to spiritual or worldly issues, never lose hope. Keep 
davening, continue trying, and you will see wonders.

The Nachlas Avos tells that the Tana Yochai (Rebbe Shimon’s 
father) was married for many years, and didn’t have any children. 
Yochai decided to divorce and marry someone else, so he could 
have the mitzvah of bearing children. His wife heard of his 

plan but didn’t want a divorce. She wept bitter tears and prayed 
intensely for children.

On the night of Rosh Hashanah, Yochai had a dream. He was 
in a vast orchard where there were countless trees; some were tall, 
and some were small, some bore plentiful fruit, and some were 
dried up. He was leaning on a small dried up tree, without fruit. An 
angel came into the orchard, carrying a barrel of water and started 
watering some of the trees and passing up on otheres. Yochai 
understood that the trees represented people and whichever tree 
the angel watered, meant that this person would bear a child that 
year. How he hoped that the malach would pour some water on 
his sapling as well, so he would finally merit bearing a child.

The malach came to Yochai’s tree. But instead of pouring 
water from the barrel, instead, the angel took out a small jug of 
water, and poured the water over the tree. The tree immediately 
grew to a great height, sprouted flowers, and large, beautiful fruit 
grew on this tree.

When he awoke, he told his wife about the dream. They 
understood that the dream was baring good tidings; telling them 
that they would have a child that year.

On motzei Rosh Hashanah, Yochai repeated his dream to his 
teacher, Rebbe Akiva. Rebbe Akiva agreed that the dream meant 
that they would have a child that year. Yochai asked, “Why didn’t 
the angel water my tree from the barrel, as he watered all the other 
trees? What is the significance of that small jug filled with water?”

Rebbe Akiva answered, “This jug wasn’t filled with water. 
It was filled with your wife’s tears; the tears she shed when she 
begged Hashem for children. In the merit of those tears you 
will bear a holy child.” That year, on Shavuos, the Yom Tov of 
Kabbolas HaTorah, Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai was born.

This story, too, is a reminder not to lose hope. We should 
continue davening and trusting in Hashem, and in the end we will 
receive Hashem’s blessings.

We discussed Rebbe Akiva, and we discussed Rebbe 
Shimon’s mother, now let’s consider Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai 
himself. His life story also teaches us that we should never give 
up, regardless of the situation.

The Romans wanted to execute Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai. 
When he heard of this decree he ran away and hid in a cave where 
he lived secluded for thirteen years, together with his son, Rebbe 
Elazar. On Lag b’Omer we sing והדרך הודך  קנית   There you“ שם 
acquired your glory.” It was specifically in that cave that Rebbe 
Shimon reached his unprecedented heights. Rebbe Shimon 
could have despaired and felt that all is lost. He was distant 
from the Torah centers, removed from all teachers and students. 
Furthermore, at this point, Rebbe Shimon thought that he may 

need to remain in the cave forever. He didn’t know that eventually 
he would be able to leave. (We will soon write what occurred, that 
caused Rebbe Shimon to courageously leave the cave.) Living in 
a cave forever, doesn’t seem to be very productive and glorious. 
But Rebbe Shimon continued to study Torah with all his might 
there in the cave, and it was particularly there that he reached 
his outstanding, unfathomable heights. He reached those levels, 
because he didn’t lose hope.

When did Rebbe Shimon decide that he can leave the cave? 
According to the Bavli (Shabbos 33b) Eliyahu Hanavi came and 
informed him that the Caesar had died, and the decree against 
him had been annulled. The Yerushalmi (Shvi’is 9:1) and several 
Medrashim supply us with a different story. After twelve years 
of living in the cave, Rebbe Shimon still wasn’t certain that he 
could return home. It didn’t seem safe, since the Romans were 
still after him. But one day, he left the cave for a short time, and 
watched a hunter catch birds. Rebbe Shimon was able to hear the 
announcements that were said in heaven. Sometimes, he heard 
heaven announce dimus (free). When this was said in heaven, the 
hunter wasn’t able to catch the bird. Other times, he heard heaven 
say sapkula (caught) and the hunter caught the bird.

This taught Rebbe Shimon a lesson in hashgachah pratis. He 
realized that even a bird isn’t caught, unless Hashem decrees it. 
He said to his son, Rebbe Elazer, “If Hashem’s hashgachah pratis 
is over the birds, He certainly has hashgachah pratis over us. Even 
a bird can’t be caught without Hashem’s decree. The Romans will 
certainly not be able to harm us, if it isn’t Hashem’s will.”

That is when they courageously left the cave. They weren’t 
afraid, because they knew that nothing could happen to them if it 
wasn’t Hashem’s will.

Originally, when he entered the cave he thought that he might 
remain there forever, but he never lost hope. He continued to study 
Torah with all his might. And that led to his greatness.

 We relate these stories so we can follow in the tzaddikim’s 
ways. We must know that even Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai, and 
all tzaddikim of the past, had great struggles and challenges. And 
it is specifically because they passed all these tests that they 
reached the levels that they did. When we read about how Rebbe 
Akiva and Rebbe Shimon bar Yochai never lost hope, we must 
learn a lesson for ourselves, never to lose hope even in the most 
dire situation.

On this special day of festivities in honor of Rebbe Shimon 
we should be careful of becoming so engrossed in celebrating that 
we forget the man and his teachings. It is a day to reflect on the 
importance of our holy Torah and undertake to feel the same joy 
in our learning and in Yiddishkeit as we do singing around the 
bonfire.

Rabbi parkoff can be contacted at: rabbi.e.parkoff@gmail.com
Rabbi Parkoff is author of “Chizuk!” and “Trust Me!” (Feldheim Publishers), and “Mission Possible!” (Israel Book Shop 

Lakewood). You can access Rav Parkoff’s Chizuk Sheets online: http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/parkoff/

mailto:rabbi.e.parkoff@gmail.com
http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/parkoff/
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Precious impressions
Two weeks ago, I arrived in work to find an envelope on my desk. It was from my old chambers, 
forwarding correspondence. The envelope contained a greeting card sent to me by a 
barrister, a non-Jewish lady, who used to appear in front of me quite frequently in one of my 
part-time quasi-judicial appointments. She was kind enough to write to wish me well on my 
appointment as a judge. The specific content of the card itself is immaterial, but it made me 
pause and ponder just how easily and often imperceptibly one person can make a significant 
impression on another when going about their daily life. Naturally, such an impression can 
just as effortlessly be negative as positive, if one is not careful about one’s conduct.

By the very nature of their job or role in 

society some people are constantly in this 

form of limelight. None more so perhaps than 

educators, at all levels and in whatever sphere 

of influence. Though nostalgia may play its 

part, one frequently encounters successful 

adults who cite a dynamic teacher at school as 

a catalytic spur for their pursuit of a particular 

course in life.

The opposite is equally true. Digressing 

anecdotally for a moment, I recall reaching a 

firm conclusion at the end of my first year in 

secondary school, Year 7 in modern parlance, 

that I would certainly not be studying history 

for O-level in light of the history master’s 

suboptimal performance. Needless to say, 

geography the following year confirmed my 

view that one should always keep an open 

mind and respond flexibly to developing 

situations. History was back on the agenda. 

In Torah terminology, the archetypal 

teachers are the kohanim. Our parshah opens 

with a possuk that calls for elucidation – emor 

el hakohanim … ve’omarto aleihem.

On this possuk, Rashi comments that the 

apparently duplicated expression of emor … 

ve’omarto is intended le’hazhir hagedolim al 

haketanim – to caution the adult kohanim to 

take responsibility for and instruct properly 

the younger generations. The Bostoner 

Rebbe ztvk’’l observes that, when it comes to 
proffering mussar (advice on improving one’s 
conduct and behaviour) to another person, 
this is not usually something to be done 
explicitly and directly, as this would have the 
distinct potential to cause more harm than 
good. Rather, the giving of mussar should be 
approached in an indirect way that achieves 
an awakening within the recipient of their 
own realisation of the area or areas in which 
they are falling below the proper standards 
expected of them by Hashem. 

Drawing on this theme, the Rebbe finds an 
additional lesson within the language used by 
Rashi. It can be interpreted as requiring the 
gedolim – the righteous ones of the generation, 
whose conduct is already on a higher plane, 
to be careful about haketanim – even minor 
sins or shortcomings in their own conduct. 
In this way, they will influence the ketanim 

– those who occupy the lower echelons of 
virtuous conduct, with concomitant sins but 
to a graver degree. When the latter see that 
the former are no less required to rehabilitate 
themselves from even minor transgressions, of 
which they are also guilty though to a much 
more significant extent, these ketanim will 
understand for themselves the necessity of 
remediating their misdeeds. 

This tactic for giving mussar (which might 
simplistically be characterised as ‘leading by 
example’) is not only implied by the Torah’s 
twofold use of the verb emor … ve’omarto, 
which connotes generalised comment to a 
wider audience, rather than criticism directed 
explicitly at an individual. It can also be derived 
from the continuation of the possuk, le’nefesh 
lo yitamo be’amov – none should defile himself 
for the dead amongst his people. In classic, 
chassidic fashion, the Rebbe reinterprets this 
phrase to mean that those on the receiving end 
of reproof should never be made to feel that 
they are not good people or that their actions 
are beyond repair. On the contrary, their 
innate worth and capacity to do teshuvoh and 
to rectify their misdeeds must be emphasised. 
Through the use of carefully chosen and 
apposite language, which is the ve’omarto 
aleihem of the possuk, they will understand 
that le’nefesh lo yitamo be’amov – their nefesh 
is not so sullied with tumo (impurity deriving 
from improper or sinful actions) that they 
are beyond rehabilitating themselves fully 
through teshuvoh.

As Rebbi Chanina humbly observes 
[Taanis 7a], “I have learned much from my 
teachers, more from my colleagues, and the 
most from my students” – a laudable maxim 
for all educators.

chazon simon can be contacted at: shemetz.taher@gmail.com
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5. Some people read from Parshas Emor every Shabbos – which part and why?

For information, support and advice, visit our new website www.shemakoli.org or call the Helpline 020 3670 1818
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Parshah

Rabbi Dovie 
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It’s all in the name!  
What you say counts!
Everything in the Torah imparts an important life lesson. This applies not only the content of 
a portion but even the very name of the portion as well. 

This week’s portion is named, “Emor” – 

which entails a command to Moshe to “speak/

say” over to his brother Aaron. The fact that the 

Torah chooses to call the portion by this word, 

demonstrates how much the Torah values our 

words and how what we say matters. Ironically, 

however, in Ethics of the Fathers [1:17], greater 

emphasis is put on the importance of silence 

rather than speech, “I have found nothing 

better for myself than silence.” This leaves us 

in a slight conundrum: Which is it that Torah 

values more? 

We can identify two types of speech, both 

positive and negative. When the Sages in 

Pirkei Avos were advocating silence, this is 

in regard to negative speech. Whereas when 

the Torah encourages speech, this is in regard 

to the positive form. This begs clarity: What 

constitutes positive speech? 

The Rambam [Hilchos Deos 5:7] in 

explaining the behaviour of a righteous 

scholar says: “He shall speak in praise of 

his friend and not shamefully.” These words 

are seemingly redundant. If the scholar is 

instructed to speak favourably of his friend, 

then it goes without saying that he should not 

speak disparagingly of him?

An explanation lies in the words the 

Rambam quotes immediately preceding this 

ruling: “Judge every person favourably.” Rabbi 

Shneur Zalman of Liadi [Tanya Chapter 30] 

explains that one should take into account 

that it is the other’s surroundings and outside 

influences that caused them to sin. But while 

this may explain why we shouldn’t condemn 

the sinner, how does it justify us judging him 

favourably? 

The Gemara [Avoda Zara 3b] states, “G-d 

never presents one with a challenge that they 

do not have the ability to overcome.” What 

this suggests is that when one is presented 

with a formidable task, or finds themselves 

in difficult surroundings it implies the great 

potential that lies at the core of the individual. 

Thus, rather than zeroing in on the individual’s 

faults, recognising his inherent potential 

and “judging him favourably,” will access 

that capability and enable it to rise to the fore, 

allowing for his G-dly soul to shine bright. 

This then explains the Rambam’s apparent 

superfluous wording. “He shall speak in praise 

of his friend and not shamefully,” conveys 

a powerful message. Even as there may be 

negative qualities that can be identified in 

an individual, speaking favourably of the 

person will eradicate such character traits 

to the extent that there would be nothing 

shameful to say about that person to begin 

with. A righteous scholar, through his speech, 

has the power to reveal that concealed good 

within another, which will invariably lead to 

complete atonement. A Chassidic tale is told 

[Hayom yom Tishrei 29], where two residents 

of Mezibuz were quarrelling in the synagogue 

of Rabbi Yisrael Baal Shem Tov. At one point 

one shouted at the other, that “he would tear 

him to pieces like a fish.”

The Baal Shem Tov stopped his class and 

instructed his disciples to hold one another’s 

hand, and to stand near him with their eyes 

closed. He then placed his holy hands on the 

shoulders of the two nearest disciples. They 

all suddenly began shouting in terror as they 

beheld a scene where the one fellow was 

actually dismembering the other.

The Baal Shem Tov was looking to 

illustrate the power of our words; even as what 

we say may not materialise here, it is being 

actualised on a higher realm. If that is the case 

with negative speech then consider how much 

more so with positive words. 

This is the Torah’s message of “Emor” - to 

always speak positively because our words can 

either inspire or they can destroy.1 The potency 

of even a few positive words can impact and 

change another person for the better.

[Adapted from the works of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, 

Likkutei Sichos V.27] 

1 As the Gemara [Erachin 15b] states, “Slanderous talk kills 

three people.” 

Rabbi shochet can be contacted at: dovyschochet@gmail.com

http://chabad.org/
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6. Why are the festivals known as “moadim”? 
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Halacha
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A Practical Guide to the Halachos 
of Communal Obligations, Mitzvas 
Tzedakah and Ma’aser Kesafim

Excerpts from the sefer Easy Giving / פתח תפתח את ידך (which includes extensive notes and 
comprehensive halachic sources), authored by Eli Katz and Emanuel Meyer and available 
from sefarim shops in NW London. Contact us at info@tzedokoh.co.uk

By popular demand!  
Easy Giving - Second Edition  
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In Section A, we clarified the obligation to support 
the essential communal infrastructure and its 
precedence over mitzvas tzedokoh. In Section 
B, we focused on the mitzvah min hatorah of 
tzedokoh, its exclusive purpose to financially 
support aniyim / poor people and the prohibitions 
related to tzedokoh including the obligation not 
to ignore the requests of an oni. In Section C, we 
discuss the laws relating to the custom of ma’aser 
kesofim - donating 10%-20% of your income, the 
two primary sources as well as the ma’aser 
kesofim income and expenditure calculations. 
We then enumerated the four categories for 
distribution, in order of precedence: - 1) tzedokah 
& Torah support for aniyim, 2) chesed (non-aniyim 
/ good causes), 3) other mitzvos and 4) restricted 
uses. In Section D, we conclude by providing an 
overall summary of all 3 Sections – Communal 
Obligations, Tzedokoh and Ma’aser Kesofim, 
including Graphs and Tables.

Section D: 
Conclusions 
& Summary 
summary:  
Chapter 2:  
Chart & Tables
Table 3: List 
of Precedences

Within Priorities 3 - Tzedokoh and 4 - Chessed 
listed in Table 1, there is a list of precedence, 
as described in this table.

To be Continued ....

Table 3: List of Precedences

contact the authors:
eli katz: eli@familykatz.co.uk 

emanuel meyer: emanuelmeyer@gmail.
com
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 ANSWERS
1. The parsha is split into two main topics, with a few small topics following. Firstly it discusses the halachos involving 

the kohanim and korbanos, things that they cannot do like become tuma and mumin, blemishes. Then it goes on to 
list and discuss all the moiadim which is followed by the Menorah, Lechem Haponim and the Jew who blasphemes. 
How are all these connected? I heard from R’ Joseph Pearlman that the theme here is kedusha – the kohanim being 
holy require perfection as do the korbanos brought before Hashem. The moadim is holiness in time and then comes 
the Menorah that is holiness even during the weekday, as the menorah was lit every day. This is spiritual. However, 
kedusha must even encompass the physical seen in the bread of the lechem hapanim. The last parsha demonstrates 
to us the punishment of someone who leaves kedusha and blasphemes Hashem.

2. Since Parshas Emor discusses in depth the festivals it is read on Pesach and Sukkos.

3. A large part of Parshas Emor deals with Kohanim. These are the “elite” of Klal Yisroel. The greater a person is, the 
more is expected of them. A leader is chosen because he has qualities above the average person. He is given new 

higher levels of standards with additional bonuses but his movements are restricted from where he can go and exactly 
what he can do. The same is true of the Kohanim.

4. R’ Shimshon Refoel Hirsch explains the theme of Sefer Vayikra and how the moadim comes in. The sefer deals with 
all aspects of kedusha. Until Parshas Emor it deals with kedusha of makom, space and place. With the parsha of the 
moadim it now follows on with discussing the kedusha of zman, time. The festivals are holier than weekday. The 
Ramban (23:2) answers that the festivals are mentioned here since these are days of special korbonos.

5. The parsha that discusses the Lechem HaPonim, showbread, since this was taken out each Shabbos and distributed 
to the Kohanim.

6. The word “moadim” is related to the word “vaad” that means “an appointed time” when the Jewish people achieve 
extra closeness with Hashem, by the festivals as we remember the great miracles Hashem performed for the Jewish 
People.

Parshah

Rabbi Daniel Fine
Community Rabbi, Stanmore and Canons Park US; 
the Hasmonean Beis Programme
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It’s Not What You Said,  
But The Way You Said It!
A parsha is named after its first significant word. Thus, parashas Korach is not entitled ‘Vayikach’, nor 
is parashas Ki Sisa entitled ‘Vayedaber’, because these two words are apparently not so significant 
to be the name of a parsha. However, one’s ears prick up when it comes to parashas Emor. Why is 
the word ‘emor’ (literally ‘say’) so significant that it was chosen as the title of the parsha - it is just an 
instruction from Hashem to Moshe to tell over some more mitzvos!

Perhaps we can answer our question by way 
of another question. The gemarra1 tells us that an 
expression of ‘dibbur’ connotes a harsher form 
of speech, while ‘amirah’ refers to a softer form of 
speech. The Maharsha on this gemara points out 
that whenever Hashem commands a mitzvah the 
expression ‘vayedaber’ is used, for the importance of 
the mitzvah necessitates a harsher form of speech. If 
so, what changed in our parsha –why did Hashem 
tell Moshe to teach the laws of the Kohanim using 
the softer ‘amirah’ tone? 

The Ohr Hachaim2 addresses our question using 
a Midrash,3 which relates that Hashem introduced 
the laws prohibiting Kohanim from exposing 
themselves to the impurity emitted from a corpse 
by telling Moshe, “It is not fitting for those who 
serve before Me (the Kohanim) to look at the face 
of a dead person.” The Ohr Hachaim explains that 
the word ‘emor’ connotes being raised up a level. 
Thus the expression of ‘amirah’ is used to convey 
to the Kohanim that these laws are raising them 
up a level in spiritual observance. This would be 
reason enough to name the parsha ‘emor,’ since the 
parsha details the laws that will enable the Kohanim 
to ascend spiritually. In fact, the Ohr Hachaim 
continues, this also explains the rare occurrence of 
the word ‘hakohanim’ being put before ‘bnei Aharon,’ 
because this allows the word ‘emor’ to be juxtaposed 
to ‘hakohanim,’ which implies that they will be raised 
up a level as a result of being Kohanim, and not 
simply because they are Aharon’s offspring. 

Rav Moshe Feinstein zt’’l4 offers a wonderful 
alternative approach to explain why Hashem told 
Moshe to tell the laws using an ‘amirah’ form. He 
points out that the entire tribe of Levi, and not just 
the Kohanim, had a unique role within Klal Yisrael. 

As the Rambam writes,5 their role was to teach Torah 
to the people. This is why they did not inherit a block 
of land in Eretz Yisrael like the other tribes - instead, 
they had cities dotted around the land. This is also 
why they did not go out to war alongside the rest of 
the Bnei Yisrael, as well as why they were supported 
by the people via the various obligatory gifts like 
terumos and maasros. Because it was imperative 
that the Kohanim, as teachers of the people, would 
not see their work as a burden, Moshe was to tell 
the Kohanim their special laws in a gentle ‘amirah’ 
manner. This would ensure that the Kohanim would 
realise and internalise that their role is a privilege 
and not an unwanted burden. This way, they 
would be more successful in educating the people. 
A successful Torah educator must not see his role 
as overbearing. As Rashi writes (Bamidbar 8:6), 
Hashem’s instruction to Moshe to ‘take the Levi’im’ 
means that Moshe was to take them (meaning 
persuade them) with words, such as “Fortunate 
are you that you have merited to be servants of 
Hashem.” Thus the title ‘emor’ conveys the idea that 
Kohanim (and all Torah teachers for that matter) are 
to feel that their job is a privilege, and not a burden. 
Indeed, Rashi6 points out that the double expression 
of ‘amar’ in the opening passuk of the parsha 
places the responsibility to teach the children of the 
Kohanim on the Kohanim themselves. It is fitting 
that an expression of ‘amirah’ is used here too; the 
adult Kohanim are themselves supposed to pass on 
their laws and responsibilities to their children with 
this softly-spoken message, imbuing them with the 
knowledge of the fact that their task is a privilege, 
not a burden. 

We can broaden Rav Moshe’s idea to apply to all 
of us, via something which Rav Chaim Shmulevitz 
zt’’l points out with regards to Yaakov Avinu. When 
Yaakov comes before Pharaoh in parshas Vayigash 
(Bereishis 47:8-9), Pharaoh asks him “How many are 
the years of your life?” to which Yaakov responds, 

“The years of my life are 130. Few and bad have been 
the days of the years of my life, and they have not 
reached the life spans of my forefathers in the days 
of their sojourns.” The Midrash says7 that because 
Yaakov complained about the events Hashem had 
put him through, he lived 33 years less (147) than his 
father (180); one year for each word of complaint he 
uttered. But Rav Chaim Shmulevitz notes that there 
seems to be an error in the calculations; the only way 
to reach the total of 33 is if one includes the question 
of Pharaoh in the calculation. But why should this 
be included? He answers that Yaakov looked as if 
he had been through a lot in life and portrayed the 
image of someone who felt that his life had been a 
burden. Thus, it was Yaakov’s facial expression that 
provoked Pharaoh to ask the question in the first 
place, which is why Pharaoh’s question formed part 
of the calculation. 

Making sure we do not look at life and our 
responsibilities as a burden is not just a message for 
Kohanim; it is a message for all of us in life. 

1 Gemarra Makkos 11a

2 Ohr Hachaim Vayikra 21:1

3 Tanchuma 1 

4 Darash Moshe

5 Rambam Hilchos Shmittah Veyovel 13:12-13

6 Rashi Vayikra 21:1 

7 Midrash, quoted in Daas Zekeinim there. 

Rabbi fine can be contacted at: danielpfine@gmail.com
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